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Wednesday, October 25, 196'1

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Pllge 16

L~~~u Alarms Exaggerated, Says DocfoF

Regular Sales Begin Mo(Jday

Open Discussion
"Is the Church Relevant?" will
be discussed at the Christian Student Center, 205 University Blvd.
NE, on Sunday at 7:30p.m. Whit
Herrington, a part-time st.udent
at UNM and minister of the
Netherwood Park Church of
Christ will be the "Moments of
Challenge" speaker. All students
are invited to attend.

Juggler To be Distributed
At Friday Football Game
The Juggler, UNM's humor
magazine, will be ready for distribution at Friday's game with
Texaa Western at University
Stadium, The magazine's regular
sales begin Monday on the Union
Mall 11nd in the Bookstore, said
M11rk Wiesen, newly appointed

STARTS
FRIDAY

Vreeland Recognized
In Italian Publication

·(ONE OF THE FINEST

MOTION PICTURES IN
MANY YEARS!''

-Coronel Mo£1azlno

Actress Pat Becker is Qne of
many stars scheduled to appear
at the Hollywood Spectacular, a
benefit for the New Mexico Mental Health Association, Friday at
8 :30 p.m. in Albuquerque's City
Auditorium. Tickets are available
at the Plaza Bookstore, Reidling
Music, and the Mental Health
Association office.

Best-Dresed Girl

Glamour Contest
Slated for Nov. 9

RODSIIIR
TIPAWB8181
- - - - - PLUS

FOR
AllltiE

YOUNG

LOVERS
OF THE
WORLD

UNM's "Best-Dressed Girl on
Campus contest," sponsored by
Theta Sigma Phi, women's journalism honorary, as a part of
G I amour Magazine's national
competition, will open Nov. 9 with
an elimination tea.
Fifteen finalists will be chosen
to appear in the Union Ballroom
Dec. 'l in three outfits, a campus
outfit, a street ensemble, and a
party dress.
The deadline for entries in the
contest is Nov. 2 and each contestant must be sponsored by a
UNM club or organization. However, each organization may enter
as many girls as it wishes. The
entry fee is $5 for each contestant.
Organizations may receive contest information and entry blanks
by contacting the journalism department office in the journalism
building.

Newman Center
A dance will be held at the
Newman Center Saturday from
8:30-11:30 p.m. Admission is $1
per person.

An Invitation to Learn of - - CHALLENGING EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
WITH

THE NAVY'S LARGEST R&D LABORATORY
MICHELSON LABORATORY

Thomas Vreeland, chairman of
the UNM department of architecture, has been recognized as
one of the leaders in American
architecture in the internationally
noted Italian publication, Zodiac
17.
Young American architects are
noted along with detailed studies
of urban renewal planning and design for modern living.
Vreeland's designs, produced
with Frank Schlesinger, include
bis pictures and plans for his urban swim club and therapeutic
research laboratory, both Philadelphia architectural landmarks.

WANT ADS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4. line ad., 66~-4 times, $2,00. Iruertlons
must be submitted by noon on day before
public:atlon to Room 159, Student Pnbllc:ations BuiJdin&", or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4.102.

TRANSPORTATION WANTED
MORNING ride wanted from vicinity of
Rio Bravo and Isleta SW daily or occasionally, Call 87'1-3172. 10/20, 23, 25,
30.

FOR SALE
1954 Jag XK120M Roadster-New Brakeo,

Tireo, Upholstery, Cluteh, Pant. Fiberglass top. Call Jerry at 277-4392.

'67 Ford. Rebuilt engine_ transmission &:
cluteh. '400. Make offer. Call Ruoty
247·2148.
USED CYCLES: 1964 BMW $450; 1967
l50cc Suzuki $295 : 1964 Bianchi $100.
Cycle Sport, 1820 Lomas NE. 10/19, 20,
23, 25.

assistant editor of the magazine.
Wiesen wasn't willing to give
details but he admitted that the
magazine will bave "a huge expose of drugs on campus.''
"We got tired of all the platitudes always going around about
drugs, so we decided. to tell allwhere to get drugs, who uses
them, and what current prices
are. Sort of a public service,'~
added Wiesen.
Rob Burton, Juggler editor,
quoted W. C. Fields, "We must
strive to uplift and instruct while
we entertain," in referring to the
drug story.
The Juggler has also branched
out into poetry, said Wiesen. "We
acted in response to wide feeling
that the T-Bird, the U.'s literary
magazine, wasn't publishing representative poetry on campus. Or
if it was, it shouldn't be,'' he
said.
The magazine will be sold for
15 cents to card-carrying members of the ASUNM, the staff's
business manager Ron Bell said,
"All you have to do," he said, "is
show the card to the salesgirl or
salesman." All others will pay 35
cents.

, .~Collegiate

erVJce
_ P(lli':J.'LAND, Ore. -. "If you
, . hll:-ye taken· LSD, don't worry,"
· BllYs. Dt. Jose Egozcue, a genetic
sper!lalist at the Oregon Regional
··· Primate·Center. "The drug is not
d
a&:
angerous
recent publicity
.. has led
people as
to believe.''

Wednesday, November 8, 8:15
p.m. University Arena
Tickets $3.00, $5.00 & $6.00.
Students $2.00, $4.00 & $5.00
Tickets Available at

ENGINEERING (E.E./M.E./ChE./AEROSPACE)
PHYSICS (ALL DEGREES)
MATHEMATICS (ALL DEGREES)
RESEARCH- DESIGN- DEVELOPMENT· EVALUATION

MONDAY & TUESDAY-30 & 31 OCTOBER
Please schedule interview
with your Placement Officer
U.S. Citizenship Required

ISS

cause he _has circulated among
them, takmg blood samples out
of their arms. So far over 80 peopie have volunteered blood. Their
LSD .experiences vary from only
one trip to more than 100 LSD
trips.
Seeks Chromosome D!lmage
"I'm looking for chromosome
damage," he .said, "and LSD does
cause at 1east one chromosome,
'Philadelphia one,' found in circulating blood cells, to become
broken.'' (This condition bears
some resemblance to leukemia but
it is not leukemia). "As far as 1
know, Philadelphia-one breakage
will not cause any permanent
damage.'' He added that the condition would probably disappear
in about ten years after the last
LSD dose.
Dr. Egozcue is one of the few
h
· th

~~~:~rcsa%~{:S f~oc~uni~Dtou:~:

Our Seventy-First Year of Editorial

PAIN AND
PLEASURE
In COLOR i:t ADULTS O.NLY

10/19, 20, 28, 25.

i

MUST SELL-1966 BSA Mark II Spitfire
$900. Call 242-6919.

I

SERVICES
TYPEWRITER Sales & Services, ell
makes. 20 percent dlseount witl:i this ad.
Free plcknp and delivery. Open untU 8
p.m. on Monday & tl:iursday. E & E
Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, Phone

. AS USUAL TERRY STONE'S passing tells the
story of the New Mexico football efforts this
season. Stone is shown here throwing from his
endzone against the University of Texas at El

Paso. F.tiday The onrushing Miner line was a
familiar sight for Stone who was thrown for 53
yards in losses on the ground in the 75-12 Joss to
the Miners. (UNM photo)

243·0588.

PERSONALS

qeology Seminar 'SucCessful'
i\n experimental seminar on
the geological sciences held at
UNM last weekend accomplished
what it set out to do, Dr. Roger
Anderson, UNM geology professor, said yest.erday.
The seminar, sponsored by the
National Science Foundation,
drew together 30 upper-level undergraduate and lower-level graduate students in geology from colleges throughout the United
States.
Most students agreed that the
training they received in school
is not adequate, Anderson said.
If a student realizes this by himself, he can create his own motivation to improve,. he said.
"This wol'ks much better than
if one tries to tell a student what
is good for him and what is not,"
Anderson said,

"TALES OF TERROR..
Sun. 5:00 & 8:00 PM

When Out
WEST
Try Franks
PIZZA
No. 2
5700 Central SW

.

50¢

Union Theatre
•

r .-

.l

You Are Invited
Across the Street to

FRANK'S PIZZA
- THE PIZZA KINGWe are open to serve you from
10:00 AM· 3:00 AM- Fri., Sat., Sun. to 4:00 AM

Houu : ;:~~t '··TomatPoiZ&ZCA.·heese $for
AM

Fri., Sat,. Sun.
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U. Honors System

Past ASUNM President Dan
Dennison and Jim McAdams, National Supervisory Board member for NSA, were listed by
Joule as "resource personnel" for
the convention. Joule will be a
non-voting delegate.
"Any student interested in beA change in the UNM Honors
ing a delegate to the convention grading system has been anshould contact me or John Thor- nounced by :Pr. Dudley Wynn,
son at the student government program director.
offices in the Union," Joule said.
The change is to encourage
"We are considering the pos- wide-spread student participation
sibility o;f selecting an at-large in General Honors courses, he
student delegate if response is said.
good. Final selections of delegates
traditional grades of A, !fl.
will be completed Wednesday," C, The
D, and F have been set aside
Joule said.
in favor of an A grade indicating
Representatives from UNM, honors,
CR (credit) given :for
passing, and NE for failure.
Dr. Wynn noted that the A
grade will be treated as in the
past, with each hour counting
for four points in the scholarship
"Construction #72,11 Jose de index. The fail grade will be
Rivera's modern sculpture owned given no credit and will not be
by UNM, is pictured in the Oct. recorded.
13 issue of Time mal!'azine as the
Faculty members hope that ·
work continues to garner national more good students will join the
acclaim.
ten-year-old Honors program or
The sculptu1·e is part of a Phil- enroll for specific courses if there
adelphia lUuseum of Art exhibit is no penalty attached for low
grades.
on "Sculpture of the '60s.''
The work is expected back at
They also look upon the proUNM about December. It left in gram as a pilot · operation to
May for display in the Los An- study possible changes in all gradgeles County Museum of Art.
ing systems, Dr. Wynn addeit"'

U!s •construction•
Featured in Time

DOUBLE FEATURE

Sat. 7:00 & 10:00 PM

New Mexico State University,
Eastern New Mexico University,
Westsrn New Mexico University,
Highlands University, College of
Santa Fe, University of Albuquerque, New Mexico Tech, and
the College of Artesia will be
present at the convention.
Lt. Gov. E. Lee Fra, ' ~~
nalillo county Represe1 .. .
(Continued on page 5)

To Revise Grades

1*

PERSONALITY POSTERS. PSYCltADELIC POSTERS & BUTTONS. If we
don't have them, Uum you don't want
them. Send for B8mples and list. MA·
DAM BUTTERFLY'S Gl!t Shop, 4609
E. Colfax, Denver, Colorado. 80220,
WANT the lln""t in food the moot
pleasant dining room and convenient
sc1-ving hours.? Eat at The College Inn.
Limited number or meal tickets now
available. Prked tl!l low M $2.75 per
day. Phone 243-2881.

Delegates Named
To Ruidoso Meet

rec~or.

Stark Realism
Never Before
Presented

LOVELY white brick front borne. 3 bd.
rm., dining room,
baths, den, Near
freew&l'B, 15 min. to Univ. Many ·extras. w /w carpets, drapes, beated oversize 2 car garage. Fully landscaped,
front & back aprinklers. Listed at FHA
appraisal Owner leaving N. Mex. Call
299-5865. 10/18 contd.
PLAYBOY Student Rate $6.50, save $3.00.
Order several Christmas gilt anbseriptions now. Call student rep. 247-9082.

"from off the street." ''I sample
"I wouldn't take it myself," he
people who take drugs just for a
said
of LSD, but he believes the
kick; most LSD research is done
dangerous
aspect of the drug has
on persons who take the drug been greatly
inflated by many
under laboratory-controlled con~ popular periodicals. He said, "No
ditions. I get a much bigger vari- one is sure how much damage, if
ety.''
any, the drug causes in brain
ValuablQ~ Contn'but1'on
cells and nobody really knows, in
Dr. Egozcue comes off as an the brain, what is psychological
honest man. As a medical re- and what is physiological."
searcher he is convinced his work
He said there could be a remay be a valuable contribution lationship between "bad trips"
toward unlocking the "secrets" of and brain-cell damage, but noLSD. He is scrupulously careful body really knows. He said in his
in his experiments, as only a man own field, chromosome research,
who loves his work can be. To his work is still in an infant
the people who volunteered blood stage. At any time he might dissamples, Dr. Egozcue has proven cover evidence that LSD does do
he can be trusted to keep their permanent or serious damage--Q;oidentities anonymous.
humans, he said.

Four of the eight UNM delegates to the New Mexico Association of College Student Governments convention to be held in
Ruidoso Nov. 8-5 have been selected.
Tom Joule, Association President, said the delegates are John
Thorson, Associated Students
president; Bill Carr, Associated
Students vice-president;
Ron
Curry, student senator; and John
Bakas, International Center di-

Fine Arts Box Office

By Scheduling an Interview with
PAUL B. HOMER

. .

~~t~~:NEW MEXICO

CHINA LAKE, CALIFORNIA
I'

5 ?r1 ~~s, drug-mduced abnormal-

tJes.
Damage Not Universal
Not everyone who has taken
LSD sustains chromosome damage. "LSD, if taken in small
d
oses, about 150 mics, · rarely
ca u sea b roken chromosomes, " sa1.'d
Dr. Egozcue. He said that the
:: ·:1Egozc~e is considered, along· number of trips a person has
. -"·WI h. ·Ma1mon M. Cohen, o:l; the
taken is probably not 1"mportant,
St te u .. · · ·
DIVersity of New York as· that it is the size of the dose
a
one' of the' Cb'llntry's most kndwl- which determines the amount of
· '!e-dge·able LSD ·researchers. He damage, if any. "LSD is not ad.
·· has· ' often been quoted in the dictive, he added, "but it can be
Amedcan press, though he says habit-forming, like tobacco.''
..~~a~ .lllll.ny·. of the warnings
Dr. Egozcue, a young man who
sounded aagmst 'LSD by national is not afraid to answer truthfully
····:miigazines· are alarmist and false. some of the questions which pla"I" don't· think LSD will cause gue LSD users, 1's a p1'oneer 1·.n
~nydone to get leukemia," he said, the field of relating chromsome
·an as long as a mother does damage to LSD.
not take the drug during the first
He is a well-known personality
months of her pregnancy her to Portland's drug-using commuchild is not likely to hav: any nity, both hippie and straight, be• _ .. _ .

NAVAL WEAPONS CENTER

I.

PreR~E~

i

Nancy Ames
Nancy Ames will nppear tonight in the UNM Concert
Hall at 8:15 p.m. sponsored by
the Women's Auxiliary of Allied Beverage Industry. Ad·
mission prices arc $5, $4, and
$3.50 for reserved seats. Tickets are on sale at the Concert
Hall box office,

'

FREE& FAST
DELIVERY

2 PM·3 AM
An Equal Opportunity Employer

2600 CENTRAL SE

101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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The seminar used lectures and
small discussion groups to pre·
sent recent concepts in all fields
of geology, and enabled students
to meet specialists in these fields.
. Participating professors were
Anderson; Dr. Edgar F. Cruft,
UNM assistant professor of geology; Robert N. Ginsburg of Johns
Hopkins University; John W.
Harbaugh of Stanford University; and Theodore R: Walker
of the University of Colorado.

Each specialist presented a
brief lecture on his field and led
small discussion groups highlighted by demonstrations and
student participation. A general
discussion session and a· brief
field trip were included.
UNM was awarded a small
grant from NSF to pay transportation costs for participating students. The seminar was held for
the first time on an experimental
basis.

Profesor HerbertTingsten

'Encl of Swedish Idealogy' to Be Topic
Of Political Scientist's Talk Tonight
Swedish professor Herbert
Tingsten, one of the woi'ld's most
distinguished political scientists,
will lecture at 8 tonight in the
Union Theater.
Prof. Tingsten will speak on
"The End of Ideology in Sweden.''
The lecture is sponsored by the
Graduate School Committee on
Visiting Lecturers.
Tingsten is a former editor of
Dagens Nyhete1•, Scandannvia's ·
most influential daily newspaper.
He has written more tlmn 35
boolts including many works on

political institutions and history
America, Sweden, and England.
This fall Tingsten is serving as
the George A. Miller Visiting
Professor of Political Science at
the University of IIIinois. His
present specific interests are the
political ideas of Henry James
and the study of children's textbooks from the point of· view of
tl1eit· ideological content.
Tingsten 's lecture will be open
to the public at no hcarge. ·
i11

Win Tickets to See
An~y Williams-Henry Mancini
Do You Love The Lobo?
Do You Hate The Lobo?
Could You Care Less About The Lobo?
(Have you ever heard of The Lobo?)
Write in 75 words or less your thoughts or feelings about any
of these subjects and you can win tickets to the Williams-Maneini
concert, Wednesday, Nov. 8, or ~ne of 25 albums by the two
performers.
· CONTEST RULES .
Open to UNlll students only.
One entry lJer student.
J<:ntri<!!l must be received at Lober office l>y 2 l>.ln., Sunday, Nov. 5.
No members of Student Pul>lications stnll;s eligible.
l·:ntrie6 will be judg<d by Lobo staff.
6. Be"t thrC!' entries will receive two tickets each to Williatns·Mancini coneert,
Univt,.sity Arena, Wednesday, Nov. s. Next 25 entries will receive Williams or
:Mancini record albums.
1. Whtnell! will bn announced in The Lobo Monday, Nov. G.
8. Prizes must be claimcu nt Student Publications business office (Journalism
Building) by 4 v.m. Wednesday, Nov. 8, Unclaimed prizes will be forfeited.
1.
2.
3
4,
G.
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'Deny Funds to Colleges With SDS, Says . Pool
By WALTER GRANT
ministrations, by merely permitCollegiate 17ess Service
ting SDS on their ()ampuses, are
WASHINGTON
0 · u 111't d showing their approval and in a
States Congressma-n thnl.enks the.e small way. pro.moting the goals of
the organ~zat 10~·
federal government should
· deny
·
Pool satd he IS opposed to SDS
funds
to
any
college
or
umvers1ty
b
't members are "trymg
.
ecause Is
Which permits Students for a
. S· . t t h
· to destroy our national security
Democra
. . t..1c
oc1e y o ave an
· .
.
· d
h
organized chapter on its campus. by gettmg ~1d of the raft-t ey
''SDS has been infiltrated by are sabotagmg our war effort.
the Communists, and therefore I Help Draft-Dodgers
think all colleges throughout the
SDS members are "informing
United ~tates should,, ban SDS our young people of both legal
from their campuses, says Rep. and illegal ways to avoid the
Joe Pool (D.-Tex.).
draft," the Congressman !laid.
Pool, a member of the House "They may not be breaking the
G~!Jlmittee on Un-American Ac- law themselves because of the
tivities. (HU~C)! said he is cur- First Amendment, but they are
I'ently mvestJgatmg SDS, but he getting other people to b1·eak the
has not decided if he will intro- law."
duce. legislation in Congre~s c_onPool said any college which has
cernmg the student orgamzatiOn. such activity on its campus should
not receive "the taxpayers' money.
"Foster Disloyal Acts"
should not use tax funds to
However, he strongly believes We
pay
for
draft resistance."
Congress should stop giving fed"I
am
sure the majority of the
eral money to colleges which have
members
of Congress will be inSDS chapters. "Why should Con- terested in
stopping this SDS
gress furnish money to any or- group and their
attempts to deganization or institution that is stroy our security,"
Pool added.
fostering disloyal and unpatriotic
acts against the United States?" Must "Draw Line"
Pool al!ked. He said college ad"I believe in freedom of speech

and freedom of the press and all
the other prindples in the First
Amendment," Pool said. "But you
have ~o draw the line wh~n an
d
t uaII Y t rJes to
orgamze
destroy th!lgroup
very ac
strength
of our
armed m'ght
th
draft,
I
'
e
.
The Congressman said if SDS
. ··
·
members "are teachmg people to

violate the l~~;w .and to enl?age. in
illegal acts, 1t lS not a Vlolat)on
of the First Amendment to stop
them. They have exceeded their
rights to freedom of speech and
the press. These people
are
.
h getting close to advocatmg t e overt h ·
throw of the governmen . w en
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Some 100 specialists in foreign·
student work from nine states are
expected to attend the regjQnal
conference of the National Association £or Foreign Student Affairs Nov. 3 and 4 at UNM.
Participants in the program,
which will include lectures, workshops, and a trip to Isleta pueblo,

Senator to Dedicate

..New Art Museum Hours Announced;
Purchase Exhibition Still on Display
Downstairs there are three
shows: calligraphy by Ralph
Douglass, professor emeritus of
art at UNM and a nationally recognized expert in the ancient art
of hand lettering; photographs of
renaissance sculpture by Clarence
Kennedy; and Paul Wunderlich's
lithographs. These exhibits will
be in place through .Dec. 3.
There is no admission charge
and Director Parks urges New
Mexico residents to view the widely divergent exhibits.

Casey Optical Co.

Per10nallzed Styling
Repair Service
SunGlaues

...

Ten UNM coeds have been announced by Dr. Helen Whiteside,
dean of women, as new pledges
in the sorority open rush currently in progress.
Alpha Delta Pi's new pledges
are Cheryl Ann Odell and Linda
Kay Porter.
Delta Delta Delta bas claimed
Charlotte Kinney and Marilyn
Muldoon.
Delta Gamma's pledges are
Betsy S. Colmey, Marsha Mahan,
Carolyn Danielle Pressly, and
Katherine D. Steele.
Phi Mu sorority's additions are
Joyce M. Purcell and Susan C.
Spann.
Open rush traditionally extends
eight weeks.

Next daar to Your Drugstore
4312 Lomas NE
255-6329

q~
HOUSE OF HALLMARK
OFFERS
The Largest SelectiOn of
Hallmark Cards
Halloween & Party Items

Wedding Invitations
and

All Paper Goods

Expert Monogramming

•

•

CHARLES ENGELKE- JUNIOR

''There's a lot of spontaneous activity at The

I -won't
go into business -when
I graduate because:
0 a. I'd lose my individuality.
0 b. It's graduate schoolfor me.

College Inn. You can always find a bridge

· 0 c. My mother wants me to be a doctor.

game, good discussion or a game of football
going. I like the social events, too. There's al~

Can't argue with c), but before you check
a) or b)-pencils Up! There have been some
changes. Drastic changes in the business
scene. But changes in the vox populi attitude
regarding business •.• especially on campus
... just haven't kept pace.
Take the belabored point that business
turns you into a jellyfish. The men who run
most of the nation's successful firms didn't
arrive by nepotism, by trusting an Ouija
board, or 6y agreeing with their bosses. Along
the way, a well-modulated "No" was said.
And backed up with the savvy and guts to·
day's business demands.
In short, individuality is highly prized in
much of the business world-the successful
much. Evert when the business is big.' Like
Western Electric, the manufacturing and supply unit of the Bell System.
We provide communications equipment for

ways something going on for someone at the
Inn, and I really enjoy that."

303 ASH ST. N.E.

Phone 243-2881

our Bell System teammates, the Bell telephone
C!Jrnpanies. This takes a lot of thought, decisions, strong stands for our convictions (and
sometimes some mistakes •.• we're h~rnan,
every .1 ~o,oo,o of us).
I~dividuahty pays off. Not only in raises,
·but m personal reward as well. l,ikc an engi·
neer Who knew deep down that there was a
better ~ay to make a certain wire connector
-and di~. Or a WE gal who streamlined time·
consummg office procedures, and saved us
some $63,000 a year.
Re"':ar~s and ac,colades. For saying "No."
Fo_r thmkmg creatively and individually. For
domg.
~ot e~ery. hour is _Fu!l ~our, but if you've
~ot Imagmation and IndiVIduality-you've got
It ~nde. With a business like Western Electric.
~e II even help you answer b) with our Tuition Re~und program. Corne on in and go
for Pres1dent!

fii\ Western·Eiectric

~ MANUFACTURING &SUPPLY UNIT OFTHE BELL SYSTEM

..

·~·

I
I

I
I

: STANDARDSHOCKS :
15,000 MILE GUARANTEE

Yes We Have Our New
Xmas Albums in For 1967
3501 Lomas N.E. 255-4969

Tired of looking for a parking place?
Too busy to stage a ~'park-in?11

Patronize the
Albuquerque
Transit
System

:

:

88EACH

I
I
I
I
:

I
I
I
I
I

.I
I
I

Inside & Out,
the Best Tailo.-ed
Slacks You Can Buy

:

I
INSTALlATION
I
AVAILABLE
I
I
WITH COUPON! SAVE NOW! :
OUR PREMIUM OR REGUlAR GAS
AT AN EVERY DAY CASH
DISCOUNT OF 2c PER GALLONIS A MUSTI

GLOBE AUTO CENTERS ~~A~
~~

I
I
I
I
I
•

I
I

~-----------------------~

Haggar's precision tailoring and
famous Shape·O·Matic waistband
aive you a trim fit that flattens
and flatters. Add Haggar's Electro·
matlc Press to 100% Worsted
wool. The result: day after day, the :;;·
crease won't quit. Haggar's
Imperials look, fit, and
wear better. , • longer.
•

$IS OO

JltiUcr4 Jlttl.
J5J}ttttt ~op
3124 CENTRAL EAST
255-2684

Instant Credit available to responsible young
a d u I t s. No co-signers
needed!
Fill out the form to the
right o,nd mail or bring to
the credit office. If you
wish, you may phone us
with the information ~--------------------~
Name •••.• , .•• , •• .- •• , • • • • Phone ~ , ......
needed to establish an Address . . . • . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . Age •.... , , .•
occount by calling 298- Permanent Addreu ••••.••. , State •....•
................... ...... . Bank .•••..•
1831, Ext. 210.
;

Reference

••••••• ~ •• , ............... , _, ••

Be Ready This Year!
"
•
0

For The Annual

Fall Bookstore Sale! Nov. 6

..

Associated .Students Bookstore

.•

.,
,•

,
'1

Extends to Midterm

Sororities Pledge
Ten in Open Rush

90.1 Mcs.

VALUABLE COUPON!!

:

24hour
Service Available
9:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.

will be foreign ·student advisors,
admissions officials, teachers of
English as a second language,
hospitality workers, and studyabroad specialists.
Featured speaker , dll be Dr.
Myron Koenig, dean for academic
relations, Foreign Service Institute, U.S. Department of State.

INTERVIEWING
ON CAMPUS
NOV.l & 2

New Biology Building
Roberts, president of the Regents
of the University, will also give
a brief address.
Dr. Fleck said Tom L. Popejoy, president of UNM, will preside at the ceremonies. The University architect will present the
building to the biology department and Dr. Loren Potter, chairman, will accept it. Other dignitaJ•ies from the Dallas Regional
Office of the U. S. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare,
and the Dean of Arts and Sciences of UNM will also attend.
The building was completed in
time for classes this fall. Construction cost was about '1.'7 million of the $2.5 milli.on overall
project cost.

Listen to KUNM ~

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

STUDENTS WALK BY one of the planter boxes on the Union Mall
unaware of the unique landscaping job it' represents. Alongside the
trees and grass common to all the planter boxes around the mall
stands a bright yellow fire hydrant-the master planner's contribution
to safety, (Photo by Noland)

Sen. Clinton Anderson, D-N.M.,
is scheduled to speak at the dedication of the new UNM biology
building Friday, Nov. 10.
Dr. Martin Fleck, biology professor and chairman of the dedication pt•oject, said the public is
invited to the ceremonies. Refreshments will be served at 10:30
a.m. in the patio of the new building, and the ceremonies will be
held at 11 a.m.
"The ceremonies will be short,"
Dr. Fleck said. "Senator Anderson has agreed to speak, if Congress has adjourned.'' Dr. Tom

More Time for Students, Visitors

More time for student usage
and convenience for visitors are
reasons for new hours at the
UNM Art Museum, Director
Robert Parks said recently.
He announced that the Art
Museum will be open from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Tuesday through Friday with the former hours, noon
to 5 p.m. continuing on Sundays.
The area is regularly closed on
Saturday and Monday.
The third Annual Purchase
Exhibition will be on display until Nov. 19 in the upper gallery.

Foreign Students To Confer Here
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human know-how-to the bureaucratic machine which to an increasing extent controls the decision-making processes in this
society.

* .. *
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By KENNETH. BALIZER
The recent discussions held by
The Forum and the American Association of University Professors
(AAUP) on the students' role in
the university have pointed
again to the crisis in institutions
of higher learning. Students complain that they are stiffied, bored,
and abused, while faculty members ask how they can get through
to the majority of students who
appear immature and apathetic.
Administrators stand on the
sidelines extolling their own virtues while claiming to empathize
with students and faculty by exchanging tales of frustration and
impotence.

Letters

'

Demonstration Against
Dow and Napalm

.

·'hi·"" ~•-•<f"'« •I

going to be devoid of relevilJicy ·~;:.,
your so-called personal proJM~s",' ~~,.:;:
and to what's happeninjf. !~ .. tJ\e~"~..::: ... ~
world of the .prese~F· ;; ,,, .•. , .,, '"f' ,;·;
You're being tr~i;ne(l i;Q;;fii.J.,, a·,"';,,.,.,~
'niche on a committee ,in. :Q9.w,. .;.,;J
C h em i c a 1, and .. :unders~a~~l1&'::1 :.:.,.,:.
black power,· Amel'ica's nrole ... i:n-::.•n•! :·~
Viet Nam, .or Communism .ia •.not N,., """
going
to enhance you .. as, a.:com; .,,.,,,,"
_
modity, More than likely it wo.uld., ..,,,.;, ..
eliminate you from the job compe~. ~7.'
tition. After all, can Dow·"Ghemi• ··" · ··•
. cal afford to hire men who•·ques•"""•~·~~
tion Dow's very existence?· .,. " • ''"'''" •·•

The military-industrial complex
has become deeply dependent upon
the university, but this is not a
one-way relationship, for the university could not maintain itself
·~
in its present form without these
ties. Over the years the needs of
the technostructure have molded
the university to its goals. For the
Separating Grim Reality
most part, administrators and
From Wishful Thinking
those academic disciplines directly
affected have slavishly complied.
Departments of engineering,
By CARL T. ROWAN
business, physical sciences, and
• * *
some social sciences are awarded
No single group or individual is large grants of money and conWASHINGTON-Now that the great peace orgy at the Pentagon
is over, it's time someone helped the American people. separate grim willing or able to admit responsi- tracts for research. They are
reality from wishful thinking. Here are my versions of a few popular bility for university policy-the lauded in public and we ar,~ tol!li .
.hypotheses, followed by some probable realities that we had better university is run by committees as they are vital to the •lna!tionQii'J
are most large modern instituponder:
interest." Previously at the botHypothesis: Most Americans believe that Secretary of State Rusk tions. Faculty and administrators tom
the academic Poolt!l!gwas indulging in "scare tactics" when he said our Viet Nam policy is out of desperation are beginning order ofthese
are now,it
designed to combat the peril of Communist China. The "Yellow Peril" to look to the students for leader- or ne~r the disciplines
top.
argument is, and always has been, phony because China is and always ship.
Professors are accorded saiary
has been a "paper tiger."
They say, "We (the faculty) and rank to a large degree based
* * *
haven't been able to do anything, on how much money they can
o; Truth: Americans don't disbelieve Rusk; they simply would preWe too are mere cogs in the great bring into the department by way
.fer to enjoy their wealth rather than worry about what political machine. Come and liberate us;
system prevails 10,000 miles away. But as for the Communist Chinese we've seen the light and are ready of research contracts and grants
threat, any American who has listened to Prince Sihanouk of Cam- to be saved. Just one request be- The more money a department
bodia, President Marcos of the Philippines, Foreign Minister Malik fore you begin: please be gentle; has at its disposal the greater the
number of graduate students it
of Indonesia, Prime Minister Raham of Malaysia, Premier Lee of
Singapore, or a number of other Asians would have to be pretty don't offend our higher sensibil- can employ, thereby enabling it
dense not to conclude that Chinese hegemony over all Southeast Asia ities; don't be vulgar and dirty." to compete for better studentsIt remains to be seen whether students who, upon graduating,
is possible if the U.S. runs out of Viet Nam.
they
are willing to act as well as will sell for a better price.
Hypothesis: It is not just possible, it is a certainty that a billion
they
talk. Will the faculty stand
nuclear-armed Chinese will rule Southeast Asia unless the United
By way of example have you
up
when
the time comes to be
States bloodies the yellow dragon's nose now and teaches him to
not
seen the salary figures pub·
counted or will they grovel in
leave his neighbors alone.
lished
by various departments
meaningless rationalization emshowing
how much the average
*
*
*
Reality: It is a certainty that millions of Asians will fall under bedded,in the lush growth of verb- and top graduates sold for in the
Communist regimes, but it is not a certainty that it will be Chinese iage?
job market last year? Students
communism. On the surface it appears that the Soviet Union is
* * *
choosing
their major field of study
What is the source of this dispouring arms into Viet Nam to hasten a U.S. defeat. But there is
often
examine
these .figures in
evidence aplenty that a major Soviet goal is to stay in a position to satisfaction, this frustration, this
order
to
decide
what
knowledge is
challenge China for influence-if and when the U.S. withdraws, or is impotence? It·· is my belief that
worth
pursuing.
Curriculum
and
the
answer
lies
in
the
contradicdefeated.
are
determined
course
material
tion
between
what
the
university
"" The Russions have developed a morbid fear of China. Even with
U.S.-China relations at rock bottom, Soviet intelligence agents probe ought to be and what the univer- mainly by the needs of employers
nervously for any shred of evidence that the U.S. and China might sity is in reality. The mythological for whom the student will eventuform an alliance against the Soviet Union.
university is held to be a commu- ally work and only secondarily by
.So a U.S. withdrawal from Viet Nam might doom millions of nity of scholars or searchers, who, the interests of the teacher. Need
Asians to Communist rule, but it might very well precipitate armed having taken vows of poverty, · I note, not at all by the students.
conflict between the Russians and Chinese as the Soviets conclude serve only to uncover or communi* * *
that their security requires them to prevent this vast, wealthy, stra- cate truth and beauty in order to
It is clear now why grading sys.
tegic area from becoming an extension of China.
enhance human life.
terns, seemingly repugnant to
This conception of the univer- everyone, cannot be eliminated.
*
*
*
Hypothesis: Since the U.S. can't possibly win a war on the Asian sity contrasts vividly with its ac- After all, if the university merely
mainland, the smart thing would be to back away and give the Rus- tual role in contemporary Ameri- certified every student, camJIUS
sians and Chinese every chance to fight each other. This area isn't can society. The overriding and recruiters would have no way to
really crucial to U.S. security, so why shouldn't the American people most consequential function of differentiate between qualified and
withdraw and enjoy their hard-earned luxuries in peace and content- the university is to supply trained defective :products. The same rement?
suit would obtain if the university
Truth: No matter whether we withdraw to Australia or Alaska, manpower and scientific-techno- certified no one. In both cases the
logical
innovation
to
the
"technothere isn't going to be any "peace and contentment" for two reasons:
(1) The same "liberation" tactics that have spawned this mood of structure.'' (Note: "technostruc- university would lose customers
retreat on the Asian mainland are going to be employed in our back- ture" is a word coined by J. K. for its product, research contracts
yard, Latin America. (2) Every day the Congress and other irrespon- Galbraith in his recent best-seller, and grants would cease their flow,
sibles take another step toward making a domestic battlefield out of "The New Industrial State.'' The and all parties involved would lose
t1ie "Fortress America" into which some people want to withdraw. term "embraces all who bring prestige.
If you happen to be majoring
They want to turn what little poverty money they allocate over to specialized knowledge, talent, or
the city machine politicians; they want to snuggle up to the racial experience to group decision-mak- in a discipline which supplies
backlash; they want to cut federal support for elementary and second- ing." In other words, it refers to manpower to the military-indusary education as though they think a military arsenal is security the brain-the guiding intelli- trial complex then you can be
gence-of what Eisenhower called fairly certain that what you are
enough for their "Fortress America."
the "military-industrial complex.'' told to study and what you hear
Hypothesis: Well, the whole country's falling apart.
Truth: Possibly-but three centuries of rugged history suggest we
Thus, the university .provides in class is going to follow the
may still regain our senses.
that vital factor of production- establishment line. Courses are

The Rowan Column

J

•".,

. * ....• * .·
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Dear Editor:
The .. protest . demonstration
against Dow Chemical Nov. 7 and
8 is not to deny the right of jobseeking· to: 'the UN'M students.
But wli'at' we, the' ·Committee
Against'Dow ·and·;Napalm, seek is
to keep"the ·Dow ·representatives
off the campus. Let them go elsewhere. Let :the students seek them
off-campus;·
We do;.not want a· manufacturer ofH napalm and a waroriented' industry to come to a
student campus, recruiting for
the war machine. The school and
campus ..~1\ ..ot .an4 ,for the . l!!tudents. Xt,is...,QHI-' c;ampus, where
we are J"L~lle'lt education and exercise the l'ights of protest and
criticism:' Al'ter ·fill, we are supposed tO. M.";the.Jeaders of tomorrow; ~W~; ar«{ to shape and
imprOVjl. S<?Cj_!!ty;, and to US that
means keeping off 'campus huge
corporat'i'on's like Dow that maintain our sefui-perinanent war
economy":' anti• cause neglect of
our domestic· problems.
Dow works to maintain the
status ~uo by offering fat contracta tO :"bright minds" who immediately''·· become insignificant
numbers without · personal identity. Dow is "Big Brother" and
"1984" rolled into one. Does society need a change? Read any
daily newspaper.
We go beyond political lines.
We are. of all political faiths. We
band to gether in the name of
humanitarianism and the right of
students to. determine their lives
1

.. :... ·• ""' ......

Whllt about those · disciplines"" ·• .... ,
which deal with the Classics :the ··; ... :.
humanities, the arts',· 'lmif t'ho~s'e .. ·· ·
social sciences not yet' d1reetly af~ "
fected by the interp.epend.erlcl! ·of~'!''""'
the university and th\i • ~cl;m'U.~•. ''""'"'"'
structure? G a 1b r a i t h ,.:W,J,",~!;e~\.:.:: ;. :
"They will retain and ~v~w,.~~li """~ ... .
incteasing vehemence th~ ro~9~~;, ,.,,, .... ,
go.a~s. of th~ ac~den,tY· T,~ey ":~!t .,;.,.
critlCJZ: thmr scJe!ltJfic collt;ag~e~.; .... ,. ..
for domg excessiV!llY purpp:n:v~~.,. . ... .
research, for no longer ha~Jlg, a .., .. ,· ·
prim~ry obliga~io~ to knp'!l~ll~e ,,. ''""
and Its transm1ss1~n, and,: unpJJ~ ""·"'.
citly, f~r abandomng the yow..,of ·_::. , ..
academic :poverty. The scientists· '· ...
will reply with hurt protestations 1 ••. , .
of the. immunity o~ their virtue. .to " · · ·
pecumary corruption. and the need ··• ...
for someone to pay the bills.''. ..• • :.~:
It is in these areas that' stu- ''
dents will find their most stalwa"rt · ' ·••
allies, for the professors of these '" ... '
disciplines are beginning to Teal- ·;· '
ize that they cannot remain un-·· "
contaminated as long as the phy~-;. .ics. de~"r,tment down the ·stre~:IB,; -:-:.·~ ~
domg secret research for the,mtf-· ·
itary. They know that you can~ot ~"
reach students who are wbrl'Jed.,.. ·~·
about grades and future caree:rJ!• ._,.;.
• * *
Let us ask. ourselves whether · · ' '
the university is to be something
more than a vocational institute;
whether it is to serve the needs ... ·
of mankind or those of the status "' .
quo, and finally whether it i!l to ·~· · ·'
serve the needs of students. by .. : ..•
liberating them from the darkness
of ignorance and the shackles or' · '
misinformation, or to serve 'the · ""
military-industrial complex. 't:et · ·
us join together with pure hearts , ,,.
and, as did Jesus, expel the
money-lenders from the. temPl!l•
Let us purge the campus of na- .. .'. •
palm makers, bomber makers and ·
ntiSSj11e manu~cturers. Let U& ··
ask ourselves what ROTC is .doing on a university campus and
why we tolerate military "sci- "
ence'' degrees in our catalogues,
They are not scholars or search•
ers after truth; they are killen · ·
and murderers. Faculty, join together and enforce your rules of .
ethics! Do not allow your col- ::,-.
leagues to engage in anti.human ·~
research.
·"
This is not askifig for much,
only revolution. However, I am
not asking; I am helping to make
one. What are you doing?
HM,,

CONCE~T HALL

Letters are welcome, and
should be no longer tban 250
words typewritten, double
spaced. Nam.,, telepho11e number and address must be In·
eluded, althou11h name 'Will be
withheld upon request,

on campus and those policies
which govern us, and by which
we want to govern;· And this
means Dow. Dow must go.
Everyone in the USA is in part
morally responsible for the war
in VietNam, and all the needless,
senseless, and painful agony that
the innocent people are sutfering
· there. We p1·otest here because
we happen to be in the USA.
Break the sin of silence. Join
the_ demonstration either physically or support us morally from
the sidelines. Practice democracy.
Join together in student solidarity Nov. 7 and 8. Don't be meek,
silent sheep being led to the
slaughter.
The Committee Against
Dow and Napalm

AND

THE CULTURAL PROGRAM ·coMMITTEE
PRESENT
From The UNDERGROUND

SINS of the FLESHAPOIDS
Directed by Mike Kuchar-A .love story that takes place a million years in the future
in a land that abandons all mechanical knowledge of a sophisticated society and
plunges itself into an abyss of erotic pleasure and childlike self-indulgence. A
lavish production filmed in vivid and lush colors, with a Glimax that has to be seen .
to be believed.
"It is a monument assembled to glorify Hollywood and the star image.''-Kuchar .

PLUS

KENNETH ANGER'S

SCORPIO RISING

THE STUDENTS
WHO REALLY SAVE MONEY

The Crazy Cycle Set
EXTRA ADDED ATTRACTION

MEHLHOP and DEAN
Ballads For Hallowe'en
OCTOBER 31 - HALLOWE'EN EVE
Films shown at 7:00 and 9:00
ADMISSION BY EXPERIMENTAL FILM SUBSCRIPTION OR

ADULTS 1.50 - STUDENTS 1.00
No Children Please

STORES AND
SANTA FE

will a job with
LTV Aerospace
make you more exciting,
sought after,
healthy, wealthy
and wise?

Delegates Named· [
(Continued from page 1)
J. M•. "Mel" Eaves, Lea county
Representative Harold Runnels,
G. Y. Fails of the Albuquerque
Chamber of Commerce, and gu- , 1
bernatorial· hopeful Mack Easley ·
will participate in the convention.
Officials from
Educational
Travel Inc., a branch of the National Student Association, and
representatives from the NSA
tutorial program will be on hand
to discuss their programs with
delegates.
Discussion of state government,
Chamber of Commerce involvement in student affairs, NSA in•
ternational travel programs, and
the establishment of a student
lobby at the state legislature in
Santa Fe are among the primary
concerns of the convention.
·
"Another objective of the convention that has just come up re·
cently is the possibility of establishing rapport with Mexican student groups, such as the Mexican
Federation of Students," Joule
said.

,.

Why shouldn't you enjoy the good things of
life when you're out to conquer the universe?
Sound far fetched? It's not. D Your first job
with LTV Aerospace sets you on a path that
can lead you almost anywhere you want to go.
D LTV Aerospace Corporation makes products, of
course. D The A-7- F-8- Gama Goat- MACVLance-Sea Lance-Scout-prime subcontract structurals for the 747 and the SST. That's a few. Design,
development and production require systems engineering with enormously diversified capabilities. D
At LTV Aerospace those capabilities are being examined in terms of the total environmental picture
- sea, ]and, air, space and outer space- in ocean
sciences - high mobility ground vehicles - missile systems - military and commerci~l aircraft,
V/STOL -launch vehicles- extra vehicular
activity research and development. These are
today's spheres of action at LTV Aerospace.
They are the frontiers of tomorrow. D A representative of LTV Aerospace Corporation
will visit your campus soon. Talk to him.
Talk specifics about programs, assignments,
duties, salaries. Then, talk futures. Ask
questions about where your first job can
take you. D He'll have ans'-':ers for you,
and they won't be vague generalities.
He'll show you where LTV Aerospace
Corporation is heading in the total environmental adventure, and how you fit in.
D You could find yourself getting pretty
excited about it. And that's a darned good
way to feel about your first job.
College Relations Office, LTV Aerospace
Corporation, P. 0. Box 5907, Dallas, Texas
75222. An equal opportunity employer.
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CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
November 3, 1967
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•u••u:>IAAV OF &..INQ .. T'.Mco--VOUGHT, INC::. DA&..L..Ae

MISSILES AND SPACE DIVISION • VOUGHT AERONAUtiCS DIVISION • ~eNTRON HAWAII. LTD. • RANGE SYSTEMS DIVISION
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UTEP··Tough . Agoinst Future WAC Opponents
By NOOLE.Y REINHEARDT

'

· that
:When you stop and figure
the Miners wer.e clicking .off 1.25
points every minute of the game
it is a wonder the Lobos had the
·
··
ball often enough to score,
UTEP is now 2-1-1 against
WAG foes this. year.. The wins
, came over BYU and UNM, the
loss to Arizona State (33-32) and
the. tie against Arizona (9-9).
The Miners rolled to a 28 _0
first-quarter lead with secondstring q~rterback Brooks Dawson throwing three of his six
.touchdown passes in that stanza.
·Stevens Out

·
It's always a good idea to try·
to make a good early impression
on a new boss-or even a new
business partner.
Intercollegiate athletics is big
business in the Western, Athletic
Conference and all across the ·na.
't f T
t
tion. T he U mversJ Y 0
exas a
El Paso is one of two new schools
voted membership in the league,
and the Texans have made it clear
they don't intend ·to be junior
partners.
Topped BYU 47-17
The Miners, fre10h from an im· 47•17 wh'Jppmg
·
TheStevens,
top UTEP
0 f WAC
press1ve
Billy
spent quarterback,
Monday and
member Bri'gham Young strolled
·
'
Tuesday in . an El Paso hospital
into Albuquerque a scant eight and felt SQmewhat weak for the
hours before game time last Friday as if the Lobos were the least game .. He saw action in the secof their worries.
ond period, but his services were
After a light 2%-hour scrim- never needed for a Miner vic-

ses~:>ion

mage
at University
urn UNM had
lost its Stadisixth
straight game. UTEP put 75
points on the scoreboard and the
Lobos scored twice for 12 points.

ON

_.,)

LIGHTING
CENTER
COMPLETE LINE
OF

PSYCHEDELIC
LIGHTING
1220 Central Avenue, S.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Telephone 247.0178

tory.
Dawson's first six pass completions went for TDs. It was the
second consecutive week that
UTEP quarterbacks had thrown
six scoring passes against WAC
teams. Stevens threw six scoring
aerials against the Brighams a
week ago.
Vallez, Pollard Score
New Mexico scored once each
in the second and third periods.
The first score went 78 yards on
a pass from Terry Stone to end
Emilio Vallez. Jerry Pollard, a
new face at the fullback slot,
went over from two yards out for
the Lobos' final points in the
game.
Vallez set a New Mexico
school record with his 17 receptions worth 257 yards in his best
showing of the disheartening season. Before the season started he
was expected to be the top UNM
receiver until Ace Hendricks
moved into the picture and stole
the show.
Hendricks Hurt
Hendricks caught 10 passes for
77 yards against UTEP. The ace
Lobo receiver was hurt midway
into the game and went off the
field for a few minutes. He came
back into the game and played to
the end limping badly.
Stone attempted 48 passes and

hit on 26 for 289 yards. Secondstringer Rick Beitler went to the
air also with 17. attempts and
completed eight for 42 yards.
·
Tailback David Bookert was.
the leading ground-gainer for
both te;1ms with 55 yards. He also
completed one of three passes
for 11 yards,
Defense Strong
The Texans' defense tore the
Lobos to pieces, picking off. four
passes-three of them Stone'sand recovering four of five UNM
fumbles.
"
The game looked better on the'
statistics sheets than on the
scoreboard, but the stats did little
to help anyone's morale.
The Miners bad 15 first downs
in the game and New Mexico
picked up 24 10-yarders. UTEP
had 39 net yards on the ground

· th ed v;sl
· 't~j_s
And in the air
edged the Lobos 510 yar .s 0
•
That makes a. spectacul.ar t~tal of
911 yards gamed passmg m one
f tb ll
oo a game,
The big difference in the ga~e,
statistically, w~s what t~e Mm·

4

Wolfpup Gridders
Lose Third Game
To UTEP, 26-21

fumble re'
•
w _ on the
.
6 Tucson
New Mexico, ~0 1 ·n
season, plays ArblZfona 1 t
.
this Saturday e ore re urmng
f
regionally televised
~o:; or .a st undefeated Wyo.
m~ng~ agam

Department of the Interior
·Bureau of Mines Helium Activity
Amarillo, Texas
Interview for Chemical, Mechanical, and Petroleum Engineers;
Chemists, and Physicists
Graduating Seniors or Summer Employment
Tuesday, October 31, 1967

•
••"
•••
•

Sign up at Placement Center
Equal Opportunity Employer
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Open 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

WILL BE INTERVIEWING

·~

FOR THE FOLLOWING GRADUATES
BS/MS/PhD EE
MS/PhD Statistics/Math

•

a Trained College
Specialist from
JOHN ROBERTS
wants to meet you

BS/MS IE

SYL~

.'

•e
•e
•
•e
•

IA:e
...•..• •••.••.•..• •·• •..•.•.••• ••••••
GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS

•

FOUR WEEK SHIPMENT

.e ·

.• _

see your placement office for our brochure

:e

He will assist you in selecting the ring that is
right for you . . . with the proper stone, weight
·"and 'style, for -the most -lasting and beautiful
symbol of your educational achievement.

.

,.

PHYSICS (ALL DEGREES)
MATHEMATICS (ALL DEGREES)
RESEARCH- DESIGN. DEVELOPMENT· EVALUATION

ELE<:TRIC SHAVER SERVICE
ELECTRIC SHAVER AND
LIGHTER REPAIR

MONDAY & TUESDAY-30 & 31 OCTOBER

247-8219

,,

U.S. Citizenship Required
An Equal Opportunitt Employer

touchd~o~w~n:_.~(~U~N~M~~ph~o~t~o?:::)::::::~::::::::::::::::::~:===~~~~~===~::J:=======================F~~

• The choice of senior Emilio
:Vallez marks the second straight
~week that a New Mexico pass re:ceiver has been selected for The
~Lobo's "Player of the Week"
·. award.
~ 'Va1lez a 6'-2", 210-,Pound end
from Belen, N.M., was picked
prior to the season as one of the
top ·Lbbo prospects for post-season .honors.
He set three school l'Ccords in
• if.
the 1966 campaign-two of which
seem Ulll'eal after the aerial display the Lobos have ignited this
year.
A season ago he caught six
passes for 145 yards against Arizona which was a new school
mark for most reception yardage
in a single game. That record was
cracked early this year by Ace
Hendricks.
But against the University of
Texas at El Paso last Saturday
.:·
Valle~ caught 17 passes for 257
yards.. and the school record.
Last year he also set a school
record for season pass-reception
yardage-373.
Vallez went 78 yards on a scoring~caerial from Terry Stone
againllt UTEP, but that was still
short ·of his school and Westel'll
Athletic Conference record of 89
yarils·;; on a scoring pass from
Rick Beitler in '66.

LOOK YOUR
BEST!

How to make

an equal opportunity employer
;

·•

themostola
bard•WOD

-

-

eng1neerang~

degree

*electrical, electronics, mechanical

Look first at a career with LTV Electrosystems.
Examine your future with the same care and
objectivity you would bring to a physics experiment.
Evaluate the creative challenge, the chances for ad'Vancement, the benefits, the educational . opportunities, the company's growth and the location.
Relate the potential to what you. want and what
you like. After all, you've spent the past several
years developing your talents and your tastes. You

•

BS/MS'ME

•

ENGINEERING (E.E./M.E./ChE./AEROSPACE)

• EMILIO VALLEZ IS THE LOBO "Player of the Week" after his
·record-setting Jlerformance against the University of Texas at El
.Paso. This is the second straight week a Lobo receiver has been
named Player of the Week. Against the Miners Vallez caught 17

"

•••••••••••••••••••••••
••
••
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JIM TAYLOR

PAUL B. HOMER

with your Placement Officer

.~For UNM 'Record

Sale Conducted By
W. 1'. Stanley, Trustee

•

By Scheduling an Interview with

Please schedule interview

~Vallez Catches 17

OFF

Kingsman's, Bali-Hi-Kadel.

•
•e
•
•e
•

CHINA LAKE, CALIFORNIA

J1'

passes for 257 yards and one

On all men's clothing - Shirts, Pants, Coals, Ties, Shoes, Mock Turtle Neck
Pullovers.
Well known names such as Play Bay, Van Heusen, Carnaby Mod, Tam Jones,

e

NAVAL WEAPONS CENTER

.,_,_

•

associated
students
bookstore

MICHELSON LABORATORY

SOUTHWEST
200 THIRD NW

_.;..~,

•

Everything to be sold by Oct. 31

Time 9 a~m. to 3 p.m.

THE NAVY'S LARGEST R & D LABORATORY

I · -.\;··.

.

at 7320 Central S.E.

Date_..;;.N....;o;..;.v..;.;em...;.;..;;.b.;.;er;.....;;..l_

WITH

!4,.

Clothing Store

~h

CHALLENGING EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

,,

I"l ,,:~--· :•

lf2 OFF 'h OFF

An Invitation·. to Learn of • - -

The UNM W olfpup football
team dropped its third straight
game Saturday night 26-21 to the
University of Texas at El Paso
frosh.
UNM led 7-0 in the second
period, but that was the only
time during the game they enjoyed the advantage of being
ahead.
At the half the Burros from
'UTEP
led 20-7. New Mexico
1
sco1·ed again in the third and
fourth stanzas, but the Texans
iced the game with their final
tally in the last period.
The Wolfpups had 276 yards
o;f total offense compared to 264
for the UTEP frosh.

~r~s~d~id~t~o;;;t~h~e~L~o;b;os~Wl~th;;;p;as::;s;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,

Liquidation of Bull's Toggery

Page 7

One Game Left

interceptions and
coveries

BANKRUPT SALE

~

RENT

A ,

TUXl

should recognize a worthwhile opportunity when
you see one.
We think you'll find a special promise waiting for
you at LTV Efectrosystems. Our primary business
is the design and development of highly sophisticated, major electronic systems with an enormous
range of ground, air, sea and space applications.
For the full story, talk it over with our representative when he visits your campus.

Excellent openings now available at our Garland and Greenville, Texas, facilities.

COATond
TROUSERS

Our Engineering representatives will be on campus

$6.50

Campus
Interviews

COMPLETE
OUTFir
Includes, shirt
Cummerbund,

October 31
Please contact your placement office for appointmen~.

SUsJlenders,
Hdntlkerchlef,

Studs, Cufflinks, Tie and

..

aoultonnlere.

1-:r·_v

$10.00

s~
".
... FIMT and GO~D

~-v,_ .,

<1

GARLAND DIVISION / GREENVILLE DIVISION

~

•

'

E! sts!i'JA!}o!~,?G.;.,.:y:,_tlv!H~:S, INC.
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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Guest Leads Lobo Onslaught

Craig Guest caught three
touchdown passes from quarterback Greg MacA!eese to lead the
Lobo staff to a 36-12 football victory Sunday over an all-atar team
from the Albuquerque Journal,

WANT ADS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65t-4 times, $2.00. Insenions
rnust be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publications Building, or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.
TRANSPORTATION WANTED
MORNING ride wanted from vicinity of
Rio Bravo and Isleta SW daily or occasionally. Call 877-8172, 1()/20, 23, 25,
30.
FOR SALE
1954 Jag XK120M Roadster-New Brakes,
Tires, Upholstery, Clutch, Pant. Fiberglass top. Call Jerry at 277-4392.
'()7 Ford. Rebuilt engine, transm~sion &
clutch. $400. Make offer. Call Rusty
247-2148.
LOVELY white brick front home. 8 bd.
rm., dining room, 1%, baths, den. Near
freeways, lQ min. to Univ. Many EX·
tras. w/w carpet'3, drapes, heated oversize ~ car garage. Fully landscaped,
front & back sprinklers, Listed at FHA
appraisaL Owner leaving N. Mex. Call
299-586~. 10/18 contd.
MUST SELL-1966 BSA Mark TI Spitfire
$900. Call 242·6919.

' '

I

'

I

'

I

'

I

'~

SERVICES
TYPEWRITER Sales & Services, all
makes, 20 percent discount with this ad.
Free pickup and delivery. Open until 8
p.m. on Monday & thursday. E & E
Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, Phone
248-0588.
WANTED: Typing. Term papers, theses,
dissertations. References. Phone 242·2495,
LOOKING for good food? Ask someone
who eats at The College Inn. Limited
number of meal tickets now available.
Prices ru; low as $2.76 per day. Phone
248-2881.

'

the Associated Press, and the
Albuquerque Tribune,
It was the second straight exhibition victory for the injuryriddled Lobo staff .squad. A week
ago the amateurs downed the
professionals 14-6,
·
The Lobo team is preparing
for the annual Lobo-Student
Senate game which could be the
game of the year on the UNM
campus. It is not yet scheduled,
The professional all-stars ran
the opening kickoff back for a
touchdown and took an early 6-0
lead for the second week in a row,
But the Lobo staff scored on their
first play from scrimmage on a
long run by MacAleese,

Tight end Chuck Reynolds
,scored the other two student
paper's TDs on passes from the
pot-bellied quarterback, The Lobo
passeq up other opportunities that
could have increaaed the margin
of victory.
Injured Lobo player-captain
Nooley Reinheardt dropped two
interceptions that could have put
the Lobos in scoring position. But
he and Reynolds came up with
key interceptions to stop drives
by the downtowners,
On the injured list for the Lobo
for this week's practice session
in preparation for the re-match
next Sunday are Chuck Noland,
Wayne Ciddio, and Reinheardt.

~SPORTs·

'V,'7/ "'"' 2.5

{fA) CONCERT HALL

ran the high hurdles, broad
jumped, high jumped, triple
jumped, and occasionally ran on
a relay team. But his specialty
was the 440-yard intermediate
hurdles, a grueling event which
combines an all-out dash with a:n
obstacle course. Robinson won the
event in last year's conference
meet in 51.7 seconds.

Vol. 71

plays host to the W.A.A,B.I. spe-

EXICO
Wednesday, November 1, · 1967

No. 25
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~~gion Spokesman Doyle Blasts,.~ _N~gler

cial benefit performance of the
beautiful TV & Recording Star

By WAYNE CIDDIO
Charges of an "insidious approach to the far left" have been
directed at The Juggler, UNM
humor mag&zine, by Hershel L.
Doyle, st&te adjutant of the
American Legion.
'Fhe Juggler is edited by Rob
Burton and published by the Student Publications Board of UNM.
The first issue of the semester
went on sale last Friday and drew
a scathing attack from Doyle.
"The magazine is an insiduous
approach to the far left hiding
behind the guise of a comic magazine. It ceases to be funny to
me," Doyle said.
·
"The meaning of the magazine
is plain and clear. The take-offs
on the Zippo lighter company and
the Mal'ine Corps are the same
tactics used by people opposed
to the United States. I plan to

NANCY
AMES
IN CONCERT WITH
FULL ORCHESTRA

MON ... EVE., OCT. 30 - 8:15 PM
RESERVED. SEATS $5.00, 4.00, 3.50
STUDENTS - % PRICE
Box office open 9:00- 5:00 Mon. thru Fri.
Tel. 277-3121

Wit~

send a copy to each of them and
see 'what they have to say about
it," Doyle said.
"We are all in favor of freedom of the press but when this
freedom is used to foster subversion we are diametrically oppo~?ed to it," Doyle said.
"I think this might lead to a
boycott of UNM by the people of
New Mexico. The adults are the
ones paying the fees, and if part
of the fees are going to put out
thi~ filthy piece of trash, something is going to be done about
it," Doyle said.
"This kind of junk can be picked up down on First Street for a
ten-cep.t, glas\l of beer. If this
magazin~, is trying to promote a
hippie h¢nven at UNM, then it
is headed .in the right direction. I
have heard of UNM referred to
as a hippie heaven," Doyle said.

Editor Burton, a UNM junior,
responding to the charges said,
"The charges against the Juggler
are ridiculous.'' ·
"The whole point of the magazine is to entertain and if this is
the kind of material that entertains, we'll continue to put it out.

Student response to this. issue of
the Juggler has been the greatest
we've ever had," Burton said.
"It is sellh1g like wildfire. We
have sold about 2000 copies so
far and we only have about 600
left," Burton said,
The Albuquerque Tribune re;

don't bnve them, then you don't want

them. Send for samples and list. MADA!Il BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609
E. Colfax, Denver, Colorado. 80220.
WANT the finest in food, the most
pleasant dinillg room and convenient
serving hours? Eat at The College Inn.
Limited number of meal tickets now
available. Priced as low as $2,75 per
day. Phone 243-2881.
NEED bread 1 Distribute Psychedelic pos·
ten, etc. Write to Tbe Joyce Co. Ltd.,
734 Bay St., San Francisco, Calif. 94109

BOYS FROM St. Anthony's Home were
guests of the· residents of Coronado Hall
last night, The hall sponsored a trick-or-tre
at tour of the residents' rooms and refreshments and games in the Coronado televisio
n lounge afterward. (Photo by Pawley.)

8-to-5 Edge

Students now have the rna- heard a proposal from UNM stujority vote on the Union Board as dent Larry Russell for a nonthe result of appointment of profit book exchange in the Unthree more students to the body, io~·:ilext semesl:qf.
which controls and forms Union · "We applied ·~arlier this year,
policy.
and were told to write to Larry
Jim Johnson, Tony Deck, and Wells, the chairman of Union
Gary· Wilson took their seats Board. But he wasn't coming
alongside five other students to back to school,, and his mail was
give the student vote an eight-tQ- · troing to the Union Director. It
five edge over faculty and "admin- ·seemed like· a put-oft' ro us," Rus•
· l!ell said.
istrative members.
Russell said he· was finallY' told
Meeting last week in its first that
the student-orgasession with a full quota of ~ized because
book
excjlrmge
would commembers, Union Board moved to pete with the bookstore
the sponsuspend temporarily the building sors .would not be allowed
to use
and employee-wage subcommit- Uni!ln facilities.
tees until their membership can
"The board said last week they
more. accurately :reflect the in- were going to review the case and
creased student vote.
call me back later," Russell said.
In other action, the board ,''We're still hopeful of success.''

6t.

Listen to KUNM

-

~
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Justices· on Discipline Board
Found Against· Senate Law
• ],Jy BOB STOREY

Bill Pickens; ·Sam Carnes, and
The illegality of naming four Henry Rivera by John Thorson,
student justices to Student Stan- Associated Students President,
dards board was discovered by · ate still uncertain going into toStudent Senate last week when it night's Student Senate meeting.
was pointed out that justices are' . The presidential appointments
forbidden by Senate law from · committee of Senate approved
.serving on any other judicial the appointments of Chuck Worley and M.J. Davidson to Standbody.
,
.ards
board, but not those of the
With this, the four-week-old
student
justices.
appointments of student justices
Thorson said he had appointed
the justices to standards board as
··a first step toward a unified student judicial system to deal with
both violations of the student
constitution and University regulations on student conduct.
Thorson said he would like to
have one student judicial body,
garded as a landslide," Tingsten but the constitution prevents
there being just one court to
said.
"We had in Sweden for a long handle both constitutional infractime an old-fashioned society. . tions and discipline students.
Seventy per cent of our population
was farmers, farmers controlled
by a small bureaucratic aristocracy, The two saving factors for
Sweden were immigration to
America and industrialization,"
Tingsten said.

l:nter,action Is l-leld.
•
Pa·ctor tn Swedish Evolution
-

prevent fbreat

"Dr. Klein, sir!

Airli:ne

BE A

George was at it again .. Every time
Dr. Klein dropped his guard, George
would catch it, George used his head.
He came to class prepared. He was
anxious-impatient.
Koppers is after impatient young
graduates like George. We're growing
so fast we have more job openings
than we can fill, and we need young
graduates to help us fill thempermanently. Answer this ad if you
answer this description: impatient,

ENJOY THIS REWARDING
CAREER WITH TWA, AND
GAIN· THE FULL TRAVEL
ADVANTAGES OF FLYING
WITHIN THE U.S.A. AND
ALSO TO EUROPE

i

'

•

•

I thought the axons emerge at metameric intervals
from the ventrolateral angles of the cord!"

TWA FLIGHT
HOSTESS

•Full Schooling by TWA, with Pay
*Excellent Salary and Benefits
•Free Language Training
*Flying Permitted after Marriage
*Flight Travel Pass Privileges for
Parents after One Year
PRIMARY QirALIFICATIONS
Minimum Ai:/e 19%; Single; :Elxcelient
H e a It h ; irnblcjUishcd Comploxiort·
Height 5'2"·5'9'' with Proportionate
Weight by TWA Standard; Glass""
Permitted.

anxious to get ahead, at home with
fresh ideas. We want chemists,
chemical engineers, mechanical
engineers, metallurgists, metallurgical engineers, electrical engineers,
civil engineers, business majors,
liberal arts majors and MBA's.
Afraid you might get into something
you won't like? It's not likely at
Koppers. We do all sorts of things
with plastics, wood, metal and
chemicals. Koppers supplies more

•

than 270 products and services to
some 40 industries. Interview us.
Make an appointment at your
Placement Office. And write for our
booklet, "Koppers and the impatient
graduate." It tells what Koppers does
and why Koppers needs impatient'
young people to help us do it. Write
R. J. Dingman, Koppers Company,
Inc., Koppers Building, Pittsburgh,
Pa. 15219. Koppers has always been
an equal opportunity employer.
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Try your impatience. Interview..•

•"'

••

"•

APPLY IN PERSON
(No Phone Calls, Please)

q

"

Placement Offie.;-Nov, 6th-Monday
9 AM·12-Mrs. Jean Hnrman
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An Equal Opportunity Employer
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ARCHirECtUI'lAL ANDCCli'ISttlUCTION MATf.RIALS

ENGINf.tREtl PRODUCTS

lNVmONMENTAL '·Y'·T'MS
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ENGINEERING AND C0NJTRIJCTION
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ported Tuesday that William Huber, chairman of the Publications
Board, said "there had been numerous protests about various UNM
students' publications in the past'
from on and off campus. He said
he knew of no other protest that
involved charges of communism.''

3 Additions Give Students
Majority on Union Board

Interview Koppers November 8

PERSONALITY POSTERS. PSYCHA·
DELIC POSTERS & BUTTONS. If we

,f

EW

Our Seventy-First Year of Editorial Freedom

1

B
EDITOR
0 NOOLEY REINHEARDT
·
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"Endurable"
Arizona football coach Darrell
Mudra describes starting halfback Paul Robinson as having
"outstanding endurance. We ran
him against the fastest players
we have at the end of practice
and he beat them by five yards in
a 40-yard dash," praises Mudra.
Robinson is noted for his endurance in track, too. Last year he

37 ff.7 sc;
·uYI ;.;Qw
,:Qop~-(3
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.Differing party ideologies were
cited by a leading Swedish political scientist as t-he primary factor in the slow evolution of democratic government in Sweden.
. Professor Herbert Tingsten, a
Swedish political theorist presently serving as the George A. Miller Visiting Professor of Political Science at the University of
Illinois,. addressed a near-capacity
audience at the Union Theater
last night. Tingsten's lecture was
sponsored by the Graduate School
Committee on Visiting Lecturers.
Lecturing on the "End of Ideology in Sweden," Tingsten. opened his address with a definition
of ideology as "A system of ob•
set·vation and evaluation that
gfves individuals direction .in political thought and action.''
Surveying Swedish history as
ll. basis for ideological evaluation,
Tingsten named the Conservative
Party, the Liberal Party, Farmers' Party, and the Swedish Social Democrats as the main factors in Sweden's political evolu·
tion •
"The Conservatives
were stanchly anti•democra:tic because they believed that giving
the vote to all of the people in
the state would endanger the primary aim of Swedish politiesthe defense of the state,'' Tingsten
said .
"Liberals favored democratic
reforms, and the Farmers' Pat·ty
operated on an ideological basis
that was practically nil. The

'

'

Farmers' Party was more of a
pressure group for higher prices
for farm products than a political
party," Tingsten said.
"Social Democrats regarded
democratic government as the
means to an end, namely a socialist state. They operated under the
opinion that if they couldn't
achieve a socialist state through
democracy, they would try another way," Tingsten said.
Tingsten said Sweden was a
"remarkably homogeneous country with no racial, religious, or
ethnic minorities" but that questions over control of government
kept the parties divided.
"Most people in Sweden will
vote for the same party all of
the time. The New Left is of
some importance in Sweden, but
voting changes rarely go over 1-4
per cent. If a party won an election by 5 per cent, it would be re-

Math Department
Sponsors Contest
The UNM math department a~:~d
the Albuquerque Council of Teachers of Mathematics will co-sponsor a contest designed to discover
mathematically t a 1 en ted secondary school students.
The examinations will be held
Nov. 4 between 9 a.m. and noon
in room 100 of the biology building. The tests will stress ingenuity rather than formal !mowledge.

Poet, translator, and publisher
Robert Bly wilJ be on campus tonight for a poetry reading.
Bly, who lives on a farm near
Madison, Minn., is publisher of
the quarterly journal, "The Sixties." He will appear at 8 p.m. in
Anthropology .101. There is no admission charge.
A collection of Bly poems, "Si·
lence in the Snowy Fields," was
published in 1962 by Wesleyan
University Press. He has since
had works published in Paris Review, Hudson Review, Poetry, and
other periodicals.
Bly's translations include his
book, "An Anthology of Norwegian Poetry from Ibsen to the
Present," as well as translation
of poems of Gunnar Ekelof, one
of Sweden's greatest poets.

•

'

Win Tickets to See
Andy Williams-Henry Mancitti

At 8 p.m.

Poet Robert Bly
To Read Tonight

Justices Pickens, Rivera, an!l
Worley were appointed as non:.:"'
voting members o£ Standards
. b~ard. Carnes was appointed as
non-voting student chainnan.
Miss Davidson was appointed to
fill the mandatory female position
on the board.
Thorson was prevented from
appointing student justice Diane
Berthelsen as a female board
member because she is a donn
advisor and therefore ineligible to
serve on Standards board.
Some members objected to
Thorson's appointments, claiming
that there could be cases that
could be handled by both Student
Court and · Student Standards.
Tlie justices would have to rule
twice on the same case, critics
said.
Under the student constitutio~.
Student Court has jurisdiction·'
(Continued on page 5)

Do. You Love The Lobo?
Do You Hate The Lobo?
Could. You Care Less. About The Lobo?
(Have you ever heard of The Lobo?)
Write in 75 words or Jess your thoughts or feelings about any
of these subjects and you can win tickets to the Williams-Mancini
concert, Wednesday, Nov. 8, or one of 25 albums by the two
performers •
CONTEST RULES

1. Open to UNM students only•
2. One entry per student.

3 · ·Entries must be received nt Lobo office by 2 p,m., Sunday, Nov. 5.
· 4. No members of Student Publications stall's eligible•
5. Entries will be judged by Lobo staff•
i;. Best three entries will receive two tickets each to Willintnii-Mancini eonce:rt,
Uni~ersity Arena, Wednesday, Nov. 8. NeXt 25 entries will receiv<> William•
.Mancini record albums •
1. Winners will be announced in The Lobo Monday, Nov, 6.
Prizes. must be claimed· nt Student Publications ~uslness office (Journalism
nul!ding) by 4 p.m. Wednesday, Nov, 8. Unclaimed pr,.es will be forfeited.
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